Abstract-In this paper a simulation study has been carried out on unpaced reliable and unreliable production lines having multiple products processing in batches with setup / changeover time. The aim of this study is to evaluate the design of multi product production lines operating under operation time variability for different products and compare the performance measures between reliable and unreliable lines. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to competitive environment, major concern for most of the companies has been to get most out of their production system. Every company knows that efficiency improvements in the production line can produce considerable benefits. However, proper designing of production lines make a significant impact on its efficiency keeping in view the buffer allocation, number of stations, placement of workers etc. Most of the companies find it difficult to quickly implement flexible and multifaceted production lines that are capable of manufacturing a variety of products. Due to lots of unavoidable uncertainties at shop floor level, it becomes impossible to have a perfectly balanced line especially in multi product lines in which more than one product flows in the system in the form of batches requiring change of set up due to change of products. In this type of scenarios, placement of workers creating bottleneck becomes even more important because operation time variability or coefficient of variation (CV) of one person vary with the change of product & change of setup.
Disruptions in the system may be caused by machine breakdown or failure which results temporary stoppage of the entire system. Breakdowns of single workstations or the entire line are particularly important in designing production lines because with the increase in number of stations in the line, the probability of all stations being operational at the same time decreases. These random failures result high idle time in the system due to starvation and blockage effect at certain stations. When a failure occurs, a machine may not process any material, so the buffer upstream cannot lose material and the buffer downstream cannot gain material. An important consideration in the machine failure is up and down-time i.e reliability Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) or Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) and maintainability Mean Time To Repair (MTTR), through which the availability or efficiency can be determined [1] .
In order to ascertain the unbalancing factors in multi product lines and its effects on performance measures, this simulation study has been carried out on both reliable and unreliable lines. Comparison of performance measures between reliable and unreliable lines will emphasize the effects caused by MTTR and MTBF and will also help in distinguishing the effects caused by different imbalancing strategies. As mentioned above, in reality the unbalancing factors becomes unavoidable, the main purpose of this simulation study is to find out the possible scenarios for placement of workers which could either outperforms the results of balanced lines or produce results closer to that of balanced lines.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There has been substantial/considerable research conducted on the design of unpaced production lines keeping in view the buffer allocation, operating behavior, bottleneck sources and variability of mean processing time. Most the research in this area either comes under the development of algorithms/heuristics or general design rules. "Reference [2] considered the effects of unbalancing the line in terms of operation time variability and buffer capacities as a single source of unbalance. He concluded that in order to maximize output, middle stations must have lower variability as compared to the station at the start and end of the line". "Reference [3] , [4] studied the effects of coefficient of variation of operation times on the allocation of storage space and also proposed a heuristic for optimal allocation of buffers in longer lines". "Reference [5] analyzed longer lines having single and multiple bottleneck stations, with lognormal service time distribution and several mean processing time and operation variability bottleneck location configurations while employing algorithm and simulation. They concluded that with the increase of bottleneck severity, more buffer units are attracted toward it. They further concluded that if both mean time and variance bottlenecks are located at the same position in the line, the bottleneck will have a stronger impact on buffer allocation". "Reference [6] considered the effects of unbalancing unreliable lines in terms of coefficient of variation and concluded different possible scenarios in which unbalanced lines perform either better or close to that of balanced lines".
"Reference [7] - [9] investigated the performance of unbalanced lines as regards to varying operational time variability while applying different optimization methods and concluded different possible scenarios in which unbalanced lines performs better than balanced lines. These algorithms have been applied to cases of lines having unequal operational time variability under a variety of operating conditions and for differing CV patterns". "Reference [10] , [11] investigated the decline in line performance with the increase in process time variance having restricted buffer capacities". "Reference [12] investigated the consequence of single stations having higher variance at various positions in a line". "Reference [13] investigated three station unpaced production lines operating under varying buffer capacities and operation time variability together. They concluded that benefits can be achieved in the line by allocating greater interstation capacity around the more variable station". "Reference [14] compared the performance of single and double non mechanical flow lines operating under varying operation time variability (CV of 0.1, 0.2 & 0.3) and inter-station mean buffer capacities in different line lengths upto 30 stations. They concluded that double lines exhibited higher output as compared to equivalent single lines. "Reference [15] investigated the optimal allocation of buffer capacities in different line lengths operating under variable processing times and found that unlike bowl phenomenon for work allocations no single pattern for buffer allocations is optimal under all conditions and patterns for optimality of buffer allocation varies depending upon the extra storage space available. "Reference [16] investigated asynchronous flexible assembly systems (AFASs) using hybrid procedures having both analytical techniques and optimization methods and further elaborated it with some examples". "Reference [17] investigated the serial production lines operating under unreliable machines using exponential, Erlang and Rayleigh distributions with the aim of determining the smallest level of buffering required for the desired production rate".
However, in the past research on this topic considers only one type of product with no changeover / set up time. In this paper, imbalance of operation time variability in different scenarios has been employed on unpaced reliable and unreliable production lines having two products with changeover / set up time. Moreover, instead of having only one performance measure, this paper deals with the investigation of variations on multiple performance measures. The main objective of this study is to address the following questions:
• Effects of imbalance of operation time variability on the performance measures in unpaced multiple products reliable and unreliable lines In the subject simulation study, two products P1 & P2 with different mean processing times and batch quantities have been processed in line lengths (N) of four, seven, ten and fifteen number of stations with mean buffer (MB) capacities of two, three five and seven units. Lognormal distribution is applied at each station on processing time and set up time due to its positive skewness property and usage of the same distribution previous researchers on this subject. Detailed parameters are described in Table I . Three main Performance measures/parameters of the line studied are as follows:
• Idle Time (IT): Percentage of time in which the worker or the station remain empty/idle due to failure, starvation or blockage caused by other stations. Average IT of the whole line is calculated at the end of simulation time.
• Production Rate (PR): The average output of a production process (machine, workstation, line, plant) per unit time is defined as the system's throughput, or production rate. For a plant, line, or workstation, production rate is the average quantity of goods produced per unit time [18] .
• Work In Process (WIP): Work In Process inventory i.e the inventory which is in the production process (between source and drain) and has not yet been completed and transferred to the finished goods. In this paper total average WIP for the whole line is calculated at the end of the every simulation cycle. Siemens plant simulation software is used for this simulation study and programming has been done in simtalk language. Simulation model for line length seven stations having six intermediate buffers is shown in Fig. 1 , Variations of different imbalancing scenarios on performance measures against multiple line lengths have been evaluated not only to observe the consistency of the results but also to investigate the design of production lines with the increase of number of stations. As proposed by [19] , single output parameter (Throughput per hour) was selected for the preliminary simulation run in order to calculate the warm up period and line length with fifteen stations was selected in order to address the steady state condition for line lengths less than fifteen stations. Keeping in view the multi products scenario with change over time and random failure of the machines, simulation was run for longer period of 4560 hours units including extended warm up period of 1200 hours. However data after the initial warm up period is discarded and simulation was performed for the remaining time in order to get the results at steady state condition. Warm up period calculation is shown in Fig. 2 . Data was collected at 95% confidence interval with three observations per run (3 replications) and the results averaged over three replicates. 
A. Simulation Parameters

B. Model Assumptions
Following assumptions have been made while simulating the unpaced multi product production lines:
• Stations are subject to starving and blocking, but the first station is never starved (Unlimited supply of raw materials) and the last station is never blocked (Unlimited demand) being the open production lines.
• Both the products are using the same buffers and there is no dedicated buffer for each product. Time to move the parts in and out of the storage buffers is negligible.
• The system consists of M stations arranged serially.
M-1 buffers separate each consecutive pair of stations.
• Parts leave station 1, move to station 2, and so on sequentially through the line without any backtracking, bypassing, or re-entry.
As regards to unreliable lines, stations are subject to random mechanical failure & repair. Time between failures and repair were both assumed to be exponentially distributed as concluded by [20] during the study of actual manufacturing systems. For this investigation mean time between failures (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) were 100 minutes and 10 minutes respectively, rates used by [6] , [7] resulting in line efficiency or availability to be 91%. All downtimes were considered to be operation dependent rather than simulation time i.e failure could only occur during the processing of job.
C. Operation Time Variability
Operation time variability with three level of coefficient of variation (CV) in different scenarios including ascending (/), descending (\), bowl (V), inverted bowl (/\) and zigzag (\/\/\/) were simulated while keeping the mean processing time constant for each product. Details of these scenarios for line length 4, 7 & 10 stations are described in Table II. • Ascending: Placement of the slow or bottleneck station at the end of line It is pertinent to mention that more than 100 configurations have been simulated keeping in view the 25 configurations for both products against one mean buffer capacity resulting in total of more than 400 configurations for all line lengths. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results obtained in this simulation study in terms of Idle Time, Production Rate and Work In process inventory for reliable and unreliable lines are presented in subsequent sections. It is pertinent to mention that some of the key combinations having diverse effects on the performance measures have been presented and discussed. However complete data can be made available upon requirement.
A. Idle Time
Results of idle time for reliable and unreliable lines are presented in Table III and Table IV • Comparison of reliable and unreliable lines mean idle time against different scenarios as seen in Fig. 3 depicts that similar configurations produces best and worst results in both reliable and unreliable lines. 
B. Production Rate
Results of production rate for reliable and unreliable lines are presented in Table V and Table VI respectively. Similar scenarios produce better results for production rate as in case of idle time. Following important findings/observations can be made from the results: • Production Rate decreases with the increase in number of stations and increases with the increase in buffer capacities. However, production rate for unreliable lines decreases in comparison with reliable lines due to random failure rates.
• Bottleneck stations present at the start and end of the line (bowl configuration) as regards to operation time variability for both the products produce better results as compared to balanced configuration in both reliable and unreliable lines.
• Bottleneck or presence of high variable stations in the middle of the line for both the products produces worst results having less production rate.
• As explained in the analysis of idle time, placement of fast stations in the middle of the line tends to reduce the blocking effect at the start of the line resulting in increase of the production rate and placement of the slowest stations in the middle not only increase the blocking effect at the start of the line rather increase starvation for the end stations resulting in reduction in production rate in comparison with notionally balanced line.
• Generally speaking in both reliable and unreliable lines, bowl arrangement for any of the product combined with descending arrangement produces better results closer to that of balanced configuration and worst results have been dominated in combinations involving inverted arrangement of any of the product combined with zigzag arrangement.
• Similar configuration produces best and worst results in both reliable and unreliable lines in comparison with balanced lines as seen in Fig. 4 . 
V. SUMMARY
From the analysis of the above results, it can be observed that operation time variability imbalance for both the products do not have significant effect on the performance of the line. Effects of operational time variability is cushioned/absorbed by the even distribution of buffer capacities to some extent. However, few of the imbalancing scenarios deteriorate the line performance both in reliable and unreliable lines in comparison with the notionally balanced lines. Bowl arrangement for both the products can be rated as best configuration as regards to idle time and production rate. However, for less WIP, descending arrangement for the products can be rated as best.
It can be clearly seen from the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that a single configuration in both reliable and unreliable lines cannot be rated as best for all the performance measure concurrently as descending arrangement for less WIP result higher idle time. However, as regards to less WIP bowl arrangement for both the products can be rated as second best which is the best configuration for improvement in Production Rate and Idle Time. So bowl arrangement for both the products can be chosen as a suitable arrangement in the given design parameters and amongst the few configurations simulated. It is pertinent to mention that performance of the line is deteriorated with the increase in the number of stations having the same workload in all the imbalance scenarios simulated. Moreover, as regards to both idle time and production rate, bowl configuration effect for both the products also diminishes or lessens in longer line lengths.
Comparison of best and worst results in both reliable and unreliable lines clearly shows the importance of proper line design and placement of workers keeping in view the unavoidable uncertainties and competitive environment as even a very little improvement in the performance measures could result a large financial savings. 
VI. CONCLUSION
A simulation modeling approach has been presented on multi product unpaced production lines involving changeover / set up time. The results demonstrate the effects on performance measures for the line operating with the same kind of arrangements of workers having different CV's for different products and also using the same buffers for multiple products. Although a limited number of configurations for operation time variability has been simulated but it still gives a general idea about the general behavior of such lines. However in these types of unpaced production lines, there are lots of other factors which are quite important e.g batch size, set up time, testing of components for the qualification of complete batch, shelf life of items etc. so it depends upon the company's policy how to operate keeping these scenarios in mind.
The main aim of this study was to analyze the behavior of multi product production lines operating under diverse unbalancing factors. There are some other parameter variations including set up time, mean processing time, buffer capacity variation etc. which can be employed from future research point of view.
